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Across

3. armed forces of a particular 

country, army

4. courage, valour, courageous 

behavior or character

6. period of a one hundred years

9. a complete list of merchandise or 

items

13. existing only in the imagination, 

exists only in your mind, not real

17. of no special quality or interest, 

no distinct features, normal or common

18. required to be done, essential

21. unexplained secret, something 

that has not been solved

22. the first month of the year, 2nd 

month of winter

23. any general division, putting 

things into groups

24. a success or battle won, the act of 

defeating an opponent or enemy, 

triumph

Down

1. flush toilet and a sink for washing 

hands and face

2. the act or manner of giving or 

sending, the carrying and turning over 

of packages or letters

5. a person in charge of records, 

employed to assist in an office

7. writing materials

8. where you buy items, or it can 

describe an item, store that sells 

foods, food market

10. standing still, not moving

11. machines or mechanical 

equipment

12. stories or records of what has 

happened in the past, connected to 

human affairs

14. a book containing alphabetical 

index, could be shown as a board or 

tablet

15. a building containing rooms for 

residents, at a college or university

16. second month of the year and can 

be considered last month of winter

19. natural features of a landscape, 

appearance of a place

20. a place where books are kept, 

people can borrow books here


